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INTRODUCTION

We can perhaps best introduce ourselves by quoting from the profound teachings of our Bishop 
Paul Hinder.  We are “a Church composed of members coming from all parts of the world and 
living amid an Islamic society” (Pastoral Letter 2007). Apart from a relatively small number of 
well-situated and sometimes even influential people, we belong to those, whom Saint Paul calls 
“low and despised in the world” (Pastoral Letter 2009). "Whatever we are doing as faithful in 
the communion of the Church can bear fruit only if it is coming from the Holy Spirit” (Pastoral 
Letter 2006).
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The first Vicariate in Arabia was established in 1888 as the Apostolic Vicariate of Aden and entrusted 
to the Capuchin Franciscans of Lyons, France. A year later the name of the Vicariate was changed 
to the Apostolic Vicariate of Arabia and covered the whole Arabian Peninsula extending up to 
Mesopotamia, Syria, and Egypt. For almost a hundred years the Apostolic Vicar of Arabia lived in 
Aden, Yemen. On 1 January 1974, St. Joseph's Church) in Abu Dhabi became the See of the bishop 
(the first church on the Abu Dhabi Corniche was inaugurated on 19 February 1965). The mission in 
the Gulf was given ius Commissionis to the Capuchins. For most of the time, the mission of Arabia 
was under the capuchins of Tuscan province. For about 15 years, the mission is now served by the 
Sts. Peter and Paul General Custody of Arabia.

On 31 May 2011, with a decree by the Congregation of the Evangelisation of Peoples, the two 
Vicariates in the gulf were reorganized. The former Vicariate of Kuwait was extended and became 
the Apostolic Vicariate of Northern Arabia– AVONA (Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, with 
the residence of the Bishop in Awali, Bahrain), while the former Apostolic Vicariate of Arabia was 
reduced to the Apostolic Vicariate of Southern Arabia - AVOSA (the United Arab Emirates, Oman 
and Yemen with the residence of the Bishop in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates - UAE). In the two 
Vicariates, about 130 priests (of different religious institutes and dioceses) and 70 religious sisters 
assisted by more than 2000 trained volunteer catechists, serve the two and a half million Catholics 
in the Arabian Peninsula. https://avosa.org

In the Vicariate of Southern Arabia (AVOSA), most of the faithful work and live in the UAE, possibly 
about 700,000, with the rest in other parts of the Vicariate. This includes about 400 Catholics in the 
war-torn country of Yemen where about 7 religious sisters from the Missionaries of Charity have 
been martyred in the past several years (3 in 1998 and 4 in 2016). All the faithful in the Vicariate 
are expatriates with a majority having Asian origin.

The faithful are made up of over 150 nationalities and therefore different cultures. There are people 
of all the Catholic rites living in the vicariate especially the Syro Malabar, Syro Malankara, Melkites, 
Maronites and Ukrainian byzantine who have regular Mass in their rite. Faithful from other rites have 
mass, catechism and other sacraments in their particular rite, and feel they receive better pastoral 
care here than in their home countries.

This diversity is reflected in the various aspects of parish/community life, especially in the celebration 
of the Mass. The official language of the Church in the Vicariate is English. However, the Holy Mass, 
every weekend, is also celebrated in many different languages including Tagalog, Arabic, Malayalam, 
Konkani, Tamil, Sinhala, Urdu, German, Italian, French, Spanish, and Korean. Catechism is offered to 
the children every Sunday (and or Saturday) through the help of around 2000 catechists in English, 
where almost all of them serve voluntarily.  To help the children who have difficulty with English, 
Catechism is also offered in some other languages. The Syro Malabar and Syro-Malankara rite children 
have a catechism specific to their rite taught in English. The Pope’s visit in 2019 is the epitome of our 
experience as a migrant multicultural church. Despite the diversity, there is a deep sense of unity 
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and communion which is reflected in the support and care shown by the people for one another.

The Churches in AVOSA have been built on the land which has been granted by the generosity of the 
Rulers of the respective countries. We are grateful for their generous gifts. There are nine churches 
within the United Arab Emirates, four in Oman, and one church still standing out of the four in 
war-torn Yemen. However, the churches are few as compared to the large Catholic population with 
churches being several miles apart and/ or are located quite a distance from main cities. This results 
in challenges for many of the faithful to come to church regularly. We have relative freedom where 
we are allowed to have our worship only within the walls of our church compound. All Liturgical, 
communitarian, social and formative programs are held within this compound.

The number of priests and religious are less compared to the size of the catholic population. 
However, this shortage has paved the way for more collaboration and participation of the Laity in 
the mission of the church, taking roles of leadership in different capacities within their respective 
parishes. There is a high level of involvement of the laity in the church's mission. Some aspects of 
the church's mission are totally under the care of the laity. The various prayer groups and Ministries 
offer the faithful great opportunities for spiritual growth and faith formation.

Almost all the faithful, most of whom are labour class or unskilled workers and blue-collar workers, 
have come to these countries in search of jobs to give a better life for their families back home, 
thus truly making us a migrant Church. Only a minority are skilled workers. All migrants hold a 
temporary residence with a renewable visa, valid for 2-3 years.  The majority of the Catholics live 
here as situational bachelors/ spinsters, having their spouses and children in their home countries.  

Even those who have their families are entitled to have the spouse and children along under the 
visa of the firm they work with, depriving the possibility to have the presence and support of 
grandparents and extended family. Children, out of necessity, are compelled to manage their home 
life independently from an early age, while both parents are away at work. Additionally, most 
children do not carry on with higher education within the Gulf; they tend to return to their home 
country and/ or pursue education in Europe or the Americas depending on the financial ability of 
the family. The only access to religious education is via the homes and the Sunday catechism classes. 
The catechism program in the Vicariate is a well-oiled machine run by highly trained and qualified 
volunteer catechists who teach over 30,000 children every weekend. 

Although the Vicariate owns and operates schools within the UAE, the education system of the 
country does not allow for doctrinal teaching within the school curriculum. It is pertinent to mention 
that our schools are among the oldest in the UAE - St. Joseph's Private School was started in Abu 
Dhabi in 1967 and St. Mary's Catholic High School was started in Dubai in 1968 which is before the 
formation of the country of United Arab Emirates in 1971.

The Covid -19 pandemic with its restrictions on movement and public gatherings, forced the churches 
(when they finally opened for services) to try and quantify the numbers of the faithful attending 
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Mass through a registration process for a very small number of people. The church compounds that 
were always a hub of activity with thousands of worshippers, visiting especially on weekends, are 
now relatively quieter, but slowly picking pace. Similar to other parts of the world, the pandemic has 
taken its toll with the loss of jobs and economic insecurity, and the displacement of families, though 
the number of casualties is relatively less. There are an estimated 300,000 Catholics repatriated due 
to loss of job or means of survival during the pandemic from the Vicariate.

Our Holy Father, Pope Francis called us to reach the ‘voiceless’- this report includes these voices of 
our diverse and culturally rich population of faithful. Reaching them during the pandemic has been a 
challenge, but the sheer zeal and commitment of our various ministries have achieved the impossible.
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Sometimes language could be 
an issue, but do respect other 

nationalities.





REACHING OUT AND LISTENING TO THE 
MIGRANT CHURCH
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International conflicts between 
certain countries should not affect 
dialogue levels between people.
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CONSULTATION PROCESS IN AVOSA

The synod consultation process in the vicariate reached out to our Catholic community spread across 
three countries (UAE, Oman and Yemen) and began at the vicariate level cascading down to all the faithful.

At vicariate level:

- The Bishop appointed the Vicariate Coordinator for the Synod who in consultation with the Bishop 
formed a Vicariate coordination team of Five members from different nationalities and cultures.

- Installation and inauguration of the synod process began with a solemn Mass presided over by 
H E Bishop Paul Hinder, on Friday, 15 October 2021 at St. Joseph’s Cathedral, Abu Dhabi for both 
the vicariates of Arabia in the presence of His grace, Archbishop Eugene Martin Nugent (Nuncio 
in Kuwait) and Monsignor Kryspin Dubiel (Chargé d’affaires -Nunciature in Abu Dhabi).

- Preparation and adaptation of synodal questions specific to our region and respecting the sensitivity 
of the Arabian region. The four-member team formed the questions specific to our vicariates.  

- Questions were translated into 7 different languages of India and Asia to help the people.

- Distribution of the synod documents and materials were prepared, for example, a parish synod 
manual, a guide to the synod process, etc.

- Parish Coordinators for the synod were appointed.

- Seminars and training on the awareness and process of the synod were organized in the parishes 
both face-to-face and virtually.

- Video message of the bishop encouraging people to participate in the synod was prepared and 
sent.

- Different materials encouraging and informing about the synod like handouts, presentations and 
pictures were produced and shared with parishes.

- Regular Zoom meetings with all the parish coordinating teams as well as with the vicariate core 
team was held to share best practices, ideas and experiences.

- Social media posts and video clips were shared.

At parish level:

- Appointing of core synod committees in each parish
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- Different literary and digital means of promoting the synod were prepared and circulated

- Praying the synod prayer ‘Adsumus Sancte Spiritus’ during all masses

- Synod sessions with small and large groups, through Zoom or face-to-face

- Parish level synod synthesis and approval of the document by the parish leadership

Special Mission to certain Groups:

- The Catechism groups were given the mandate to have a synod for catechism children.

- Two separate synods were held for teenage children in the UAE

- The Jesus Youth was mandated to contact the labour camps, fisheries workers, and those who 
have left the Church.

- Jesus Youth formed a separate organizational team to contact and have sessions with specific 
groups with dedicated persons from the Jesus Youth.

Final synthesis and presentation:

- Synthesis of the parish reports and special reports by Jesus Youth by the vicariate core team

- Presentation of the vicariate report to the Pre Synodal assembly on 23 April 2022 at St Paul’s 
Church, Musaffah

- Synod closing solemn mass and presentation of individual reports to the Bishop
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SYNOD QUESTIONS

The main questions posed reflected the ten thematic nuclei emphasized by the Synod and were rewritten 
taking into account our specific geographic and demographic conditions (See Annexure 1).

THE CONSULTATION PROCESS

Following initial meetings and consultation, the synod consultation process employed various methodologies 
to ensure maximum participation.

The entire synod process was a multi-pronged effort that moved down from the Bishop’s office and the 
Vicariate Synod Committee, down to parish coordinating teams who in turn used various channels like 
websites, questionnaires, zoom meetings, small community gatherings and face to face interviews. Parishes 
took efforts first to make the synod known by announcements in the church, and on their websites, 
emails, WhatsApp, and other social media platforms. Special mention must be made here of the work by 
the many ministries and sodalities, and the Outreach Ministries (especially Jesus Youth) who contacted 
faithful living in conditions that do not allow them to participate regularly in the faith life of the Church. 
A distinctive effort was made to engage the young during the catechism sessions and teenagers during 
two large synod-themed day retreats.

 

ENSURING MAXIMUM PARTICIPATION

The Apostolic Vicariate of Southern Arabia (spread over three countries) has about one million Catholics 
working and living in it. According to the reports submitted from various parishes, over 85,000 responses 
were collected despite the restrictions of the pandemic and limited attendance for Mass. It is difficult 
to exactly quantify the number of people who participated because many reports produced were from 
the recordings of large group meetings. Despite all the challenges, there is a consensus that the synod 
reached across the different demographically and geographically (challenging) groups including many 
of the ‘voiceless’. There were also situations where some of the faithful didn’t understand the process 
despite efforts and some of who did not engage.

A few saw this as an opportunity to voice their personal views or grievances, and seek a change on 
Catholic baseline values/ principles such as priests and marriage, but this was not what the synodal 
process was about.
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NOTEWORTHY PARTICIPATION

A special mention must be made of the effort of the Jesus Youth Outreach Ministry which managed to 
contact Catholic workers living in labour camps and members of the fisher folk community. They even 
succeeded in reconciling a community of people to the church who due to their experience had gone 
away from the church. It is also noteworthy that the same Jesus youth group could organize prayers inside 
the labour camp and bring people together and give them a sense of hope. Particular mention must 
be made of the participation of a tiny Catholic community still practising their faith in war-torn Yemen.

Perhaps one of the most powerful responses came from children and teenagers. The catechism programs 
initiated mini synods in each grade level group.  At two large group teen retreats, Teens United for Faith 
(TUFF), the youngsters spent a day deliberating and presenting their results (supported by visually attractive 
charts) to the gathering including priests and the Bishop. Their responses were prophetic yet unbiased 
and showed their love and closeness to the church which in many cases among the adults seems to be 
one-sided or driven by personal opinion.

SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCES

What was most significant about the whole experience of the consultation is the unity amidst the 
diversity of a migrant Church, challenged by its location in an Islamic setting, and the strength of faith 
of the Catholic community.

It was also expressed that the church here is more open and proactive in the synod compared to their 
native churches.

VICTORIES AND LETDOWNS

The high points were the participation of a large number of the faithful although many churches only 
permitted limited attendance; the response of the young; and the unified demonstration of a ‘living faith’ 
even in a war-torn country (Yemen).

• Sources for their strengths: Holy Eucharist, Adoration, Retreats, Family Ministries, Novenas, Daily 
family prayers, Community prayers and prayer groups, Intercessory prayers, Rosary, Good homilies, 
Scriptures, Mother Mary and the Saints, Confession, volunteering opportunities, Lectio Divina.

• There is great collaboration in the execution process. However, the faithful want to be more 
involved with decisions that affect the Church and Laity and are not happy with the role of ‘clergy-
dominated’ Parish Councils.

• The young seek opportunities for more participation as they journey with the Church into the 
future, where technology will play a crucial role in evangelization.
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• The migrant Church, as we are, is rich in culture and diversity.

The low points were perhaps the lack of support of many of the clergy who had to be pushed to 
make the synod process a ‘true listening’ process.

• Some dis-interest perhaps due to lack of clarity on the synthesis.

• Some desire to use the synod as a platform to voice personal grievances, and challenge change 
to the Church ethos and structure.

• Several comments on disrespect for individuals and groups - Priests and Church officials should 
be more approachable, and the laity should be treated with love and respect by Church officials.

• The language groups do create a lot of divisions which do not lead to any positive hope. Recognition 
that we are disjointed between the dominating communities with a clarion call for activities to link 
communities. The language masses (and the priests in charge) may have inadvertently created 
‘parishes within parishes.’

• A unified call to respect all communities and their beautiful ‘shared’ traditions and expressions 
of faith. Access to language masses should be open to all the faithful to help the community to 
experience the rich tapestry of culture and tradition - it appears some groups are reluctant to 
allow non-members to attend their Masses.

 

NOTABLE DISPOSITIONS AND ATTITUDES

The consultation process has brought to the fore many important areas that have to be attended to.

• We are a ‘migrant Church’ within the Middle East where proselytizing is punishable by law, so 
there is a need to educate the laity in ecumenical and interfaith dialogue.

• The young are looking at a Church that keeps pace with times and fast-paced technological 
developments including advocating the use of social media. The teens suggested the possibilities 
of using technology to translate the Mass into various languages; harnessing the power of social 
media platforms (but we have to keep in mind that the social media is monitored); and continuing 
to broadcast the Mass to reach the sick, the aged, and those who cannot attend Mass due to 
financial difficulties, work situation or accessibility to transport.

• The social stigma (in some cultures) of being a single parent or of being childless, is keeping these 
families away from the Church and sacraments.

• Families are dependent on a single parent (with a certain salary bracket) to sponsor their residence 
permits, so the stability of the family depends on the job of this person. The situation also results in 
married individuals having to live as ‘forced’ bachelors and spinsters where they see their spouses 
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and families only as and when finances and work permit.

• Often only one parent drives - women and children (in some cultures will not travel alone) are 
dependent on the male for transport.

• The Church needs to be more transparent with its finances.

• The absence of grandparents and extended family (both were hardly mentioned in the consultation 
process) in the lives of children.

• Blue-collar workers and labourers perhaps make up the majority of the faithful with a unique set of 
challenges resulting from their work situation and residence in ‘labour’1 camps or accommodation 
away from the cities.

 

VISIBLE TENSIONS AND DISAGREEMENTS

The biggest disagreement was the role of language groups, and language Masses. While there is a need 
to continue and practice one’s traditions, care needs to be taken that these are not the cause of division 
in the community.

 

ISSUES THAT GENERATED DIVERSE OPINIONS

• Acceptance of LGBTQ+ was resisted by adults but welcomed and encouraged by the young. The 
young were clear that the Church accepted the nature of the person, but is against the sin that 
arises from relationships with the group.

• Empowerment of women religious was encouraged.

• Some responses suggested that priests and nuns should be allowed to marry if they find someone 
they love.

• All parishes should permit girls to be altar servers at Mass.

 

1 Labor Camps’ are the accommodation facilities provided for blue-collar workers, with shared dormitory style living 

quarters including food halls and other amenities. These camps are usually located in the suburbs and the occupants are only 

allowed to visit the city in some cases on every weekend, or often only once every month.
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ENRICHED BY THE FRUITS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

Despite the diverse nature of our faith community, the fruits of the Spirit - love, joy, peace, patience, 
kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control were very apparent. Despite the challenges 
posed by the pandemic situation, the generosity and patience of the synod teams and participants have 
resulted in the gathering of a rich harvest despite the few labourers (cf. Matthew 9:37).  

  





A THIRST FOR GOD, A HUNGER FOR LOVE 
AND COMPANIONSHIP
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SIGNIFICANT AND UNEXPECTED FEEDBACK

• It is interesting that very few responses explicitly stated that God is a companion on the journey, 
and even fewer mentioned Scripture, Mary, the saints, or angels. Very little mention was made 
of grandparents, possibly because expatriates are not issued a residence visa after crossing 60 
years, and only a few mentioned godparents. It is also thought-provoking that social media and 
influencers, print media, and music, especially Christian music are companions on the journey. 
There was a mention of individuals who challenge our faith, people of other denominations and 
faiths, people in the LGBTQ+ category, and even atheists and agnostics were listed amongst possible 
companions.

• There is a feeling of disconnect between the Church and the laity. There are too few priests 
per population of the faithful and access to church can be difficult. The result is that the laity is 
empowered to carry out extended tasks in the Church.

• The parish councils have little or no decision making authority and serve more as channels to 
disburse the information from the parish priest.

NEW PERSPECTIVES

• There is a need for clergy that reaches out with love and compassion. Homilies are too long and 
often boring, using theological language that the average listener does not understand.

• A need for house visits by the clergy or by empowered laity to support those that are restricted 
to their homes.

• The need to learn from the pandemic experience and harness the power of technology and social 
media in our task as missionaries.

 

INSPIRATIONAL REAL-LIFE EXPERIENCES

• The political-religious situation in Yemen can create many obstacles for some Catholics to practice 
their faith. Different forms and degrees of pressure are placed on Catholics to convert to Islam, 
for example, psychological and economic. Some Catholics have said that they have been offered 
financial incentives to convert. Some Catholics feel left out because they are afraid of being seen 
practising their faith by their Muslim neighbours, and so stay away from the Church to avoid 
persecution. Others are afraid to come to Church because of the lack of security, and hence 
prefer to stay away to protect themselves and their families. Some are afraid to practice their 
faith because of government regulations and restrictions. Despite the situation, the small group 
supports each other. A special mention was made of the Missionaries of Charity and the Couples 
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for Christ who were a constant spiritual and moral guide.

• Here is a touching example of the work being done by volunteers groups – in this case, Jesus Youth, 
who was instrumental in reaching out to the voiceless:

“In Ras Al Khaimah (one of the seven emirates) fisherman colony, the people were not showing 
any interest in the request for a synodal meeting. They were staying away from all the Church 
activities due to an incident that happened on Christmas day two years back.  The Church had 
arranged transportation for Christmas Holy mass for a few of them only. That incident hurt them. 
Jesus Youth visited them as part of the synodal consultation which made them happy and the visit 
concluded with a dinner prepared by the fishermen. This synodal consultation process became 
a healing process for them.”

 

RESONATING OPINIONS

• Many members of the community, including newcomers, generally do not feel welcome and are 
often overwhelmed by the large numbers. Most people do not get an opportunity to be involved 
in the Church, as most volunteers and their leadership do not step down, even though there is a 
vicariate regulation that no office or role should extend beyond two years. 

• People do not feel welcome to vocalize ideas and participate, as their opinions are not welcome 
unless they are connected to the groups in authority.

• Priests overseeing and guiding language groups often ignore parishioners from other groups or 
communities.

 

SIGNIFICANT YET HARDLY MENTIONED

• It is interesting that there is no mention of Scripture or the Divine Office as a companion on the 
journey. Although in a few cases emphasis was given to Mary and Marian novenas, the Angelus 
as a prayer was mentioned only once.

• The teens (from the Arabic community) interestingly mentioned ‘funerals’ as a celebration, as it 
marked the beginning of eternal life.

• We are often perceived as a non-welcoming church causing newcomers (and regular church-goers) 
to stray to the more welcoming Evangelical neighbours.

• Many see the attitude of the ushers as unwelcoming (but we have to remember that most of them 
are blue-collar workers, who give a lot to their ministry).
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A MIGRANT CHURCH THAT ASKS FOR MORE 
OF ITS LEADERSHIP
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SEEING A LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS

• Although there is a consensus that it is difficult for the average person to approach the parish 
authority, there were observations that, though there are many ways of approaching, few are made 
known to the faithful and complaints are not reaching the decision-makers; it usually depends on 
what was being asked and on relationships with the leadership.

• It was expressed by some that priests - especially Indian priests, are biased towards their community.

 

AREAS OF HEALING AND CHANGE

• Many spoke of an urgent desire to put behind us the various scandals in the Church, acknowledging 
that the Church is made up of sinners. The Church should be transparent and willing to accept the 
shortcomings of priests, religious and lay leaders. Instead of protecting them from their immoral 
activities, help them to accept their mistakes and regain their spirituality.

• The harsh attitude of priests and those in leadership roles have left bitter memories and there is 
a need for forgiveness.

 

The UAE respects and tolerates 
other cultures. We engage with 

people from all cultures and 
backgrounds.





INSPIRED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT, A CALL FOR 
UNITY AND FRATERNITY BY THE CHURCH 

IN AN ISLAMIC STATE
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INSPIRED TO GROW IN SYNODALITY

• Our differences instead of being perceived as a threat should be seen as our strength and an 
opportunity to appreciate the richness of our diversity and the gift of being Catholic –  a Universal 
Church.

• Our Christian lives should be our witness, exemplifying love and service, knowing that every 
individual is made in the image and likeness of God.

 

DREAMS AND ASPIRATIONS

• We need to be a welcoming church – a home and family away from home, a place where everyone 
feels loved.  The Church (both faithful and the leadership) should be more flexible and open, 
compassionate and friendly to all categories of people, especially those on the fringes, older 
adults, widows, broken families and the downtrodden.

 

POSSIBLE STEPS TOWARDS GREATER SYNODALITY

• The Parish Council should have representatives from all sections of the faithful - people who can, 
freely and spontaneously, help the parish priest respond to pastoral needs, each according to their 
spiritual, scientific, practical and social experiences, encouraging dialogue with the laity through 
their respective communities.

• In the decision-making process, consult different language communities and age groups to have 
a wide range of inputs. Appoint qualified, efficient and most importantly prayerful leaders and 
counsellors to support the community.

• The Church – specifically the authorities in the Church – need to show more love and compassion; 
not just to listen to the opinion of the faithful, but to act, and show that the faithful have a voice 
that is needed and respected.

• The Church should conduct regular surveys, preferably online, where the faithful could express 
their opinions. Suggestion boxes are also recommended. 

 

GATHERING THE FRUIT - LOOKING AHEAD IN COMMUNION WITH THE CHURCH

• The Church needs to reinvent itself to align with the changing needs of society and technology; 
it must re-educate the clergy to change its attitude towards the laity in-line with change in times. 
The Church should be more visible stepping into the digital era, especially since young people are 
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more reachable through social media platforms. We need more youth to come to church – they 
are moving away and efforts are needed to bring them back.

• The Church should be open to accepting opinions about priests, bishops, and cardinals freely and 
without fear, and must abolish the current misconception that even talking about a priest is sinful.

• The Church needs to re-focus on evangelization; its communication practices must be revisited 
to ensure that the correct messages and guidance are promptly propagated utilizing the internet 
and social media.
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OVER 100 DIFFERENT CULTURES BUT 
ONE CHURCH
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IMAGES THAT EXPRESS OUR SYNODALITY

• It is a privilege to be in this part of the world where Catholics can practice their faith and live in 
a diverse cultural environment as one big family;  see the image and likeness of Christ in each 
individual, irrespective of race and culture, and be inspired by seeing the dedication and faith of 
others. Despite comments that language may be one of the main causes of division, the community 
sees its strength in its unified celebration of the Eucharist, where everyone is welcome. Large 
parish events, especially the annual Family Festivals, bring all the communities together to share 
their rich culture, tradition and faith practices, on a common platform for the common good.

• Perhaps one of the best examples of a listening Church came at the teen retreat where the 
youngsters stated that the Church did not take their opinion - for example regarding homilies that 
are lengthy and boring. At the closing Mass, Bishop Paul Hinder showed that the Church does 
listen – his short homily had the attention of all teens.

• One parish immediately put into place a monthly mass for teens where the teens plan the liturgy 
themselves.

• In another parish, despite the restrictions on meeting in the Church, the teens met out in a park 
for fellowship and games after a special Mass at Church.

• It is interesting to know that though many people expressed their interest in having more masses 
in their particular rite or language, no one wants to have a separate church or hierarchy. Almost 
all want to retain the present structure of multi-rite, multi-culture yet a united church of Arabia 
under one bishop.





ANNEXURES
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Most parishes are influenced by the 
majority community, leading to a lot 
of miscommunication and stigma.. 
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SYNOD GUIDE QUESTIONS

 

1. Companions on the Journey

• Who are my companions in my life of faith?

• What is the level of involvement we experience in our church?

• Who are the people who feel left out or those who choose to be left out in our church activity or 
mission?

• What could be the reasons for them to be left out?

2. Listening

• What are the ways and means through which I can express my opinion in the church?

• Do I feel that my voice or opinion is listened to by others within the Church?

• What type of opinions do we feel are listened to / not listened to in the community?

• How much interaction do I have with those from other nationalities and cultures?

3. Speaking Out

• Am I able to freely speak about my concerns and views?

• What kind of concerns do you think we should pay more attention to?

4. Celebration

• What spiritual activities do you find meaningful and helpful in your faith and life?

• How do the celebrations of the liturgy help you in your day-to-day life and to live in communion?

5. Sharing Responsibility for our Common Mission

• Do you share your faith with others around you?

• What hinders you from sharing your faith experience?

• What are the opportunities for you to be a partner in the mission of the church?

6. Dialogue in Church and Society

• What are the different levels of dialogue possible among different nationalities, groups, 
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associations, and cultures?

• How does being a member of an international community of faith in the Gulf enhance the respect 
you feel for those from other cultures and backgrounds?

• What could be improved?

7. Ecumenism (Dialogue with Other Faiths and Traditions)

• What opportunities have you had for fostering relationships with (non-Catholic) Christians from 
other denominations?

• What do you feel are the ways in which mutual interaction and support can be enhanced (between 
Catholics and other Christians)?

8. Authority and Participation

• Does the church empower you as a lay person with different responsibilities in the Church?

• What is the level of participation of the laity in the ministry of the Church?

• What steps do you suggest improving the collaboration between the authority and the laity?

9. Discerning and Deciding

• Is there a consultative process in the programmes of the church?

• What suggestions do you have to improve this process?

10. Forming Ourselves in Synodality

• In your opinion, how do you see the church of the future? What are your suggestions?

• Any other topics you feel relevant or important to discuss.
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